
GREEK PAINTERS
STUDENTS: Our teacher asked us if we know any Greek painters

Someone said  Tsarouchis and           someone else said   El Greco

The Four Seasons Jesus’ birth



“Look for paintings in your Language, History and Art school books”, teacher said. 
“Find 10 Greek Painters.”

Students shouted: It’s fun. Let’s start! These are our 10 favourite ones.

THEOPHILOS
(1870-1934)

Drew moments of  daily life,
local tradition and history

“Gathering Olives”

“The Bakery “

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mj
Cpl5Ex5z4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Me
21YlIi6-k

and
Greek Mythology
“ Friksos and Elli”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mjCpl5Ex5z4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Me21YlIi6-k


Giannis Tsarouchis (1910-1989) “Traditional Greek Arts and Jobs” 



The Orphans The Fortune teller The First Lesson

Nikolaos Gyzis(1842-1901) drew moments from everyday life
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-3FL_cgaZUE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-3FL_cgaZUE


The Engagement



“The New Arrival”

A lot of beautiful 
family moments



“Grandma’s 
Fairytale”



“Grandmother with her grandchildren”

“Peekaboo”



Nikiphoros Lytras
(1832-1904)

Christmas Carols

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=R1-bnxfKsEI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R1-bnxfKsEI


George Iakovidis
( 1853-1932 )

“Children’s Concert”



Nikos Hatzikyriakos-
Gkikas (1906-1994)

Moments in Greece
WE HAVE CHOSEN    

THE NAMES
“ A garden”

“At the  beach” “Flying kites”

“An island”



Photis
Kondoglou
( 1895-1965 )

“Three Worlds”

George Stathopoulos
(1994- )

Nikos Eggonopoulos
(1907-1985)
“The Spirit of 
Loneliness”



Alekos Phasianos (1935- )

“The red Bike” “Sailing”



We like all 
painters and 

we’ve learnt a lot 

BUT OUR 
FAVOURITE IS

THIS PAINTING BY 

George 
Iakovidis

( 1853-1932 )
https://www.youtube.com/wat

ch?v=4HtNQY1lYe8

“Children’s 
Concert”

1900

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4HtNQY1lYe8


George Iakovidis was born in Lesvos
-the Greek island- in  1853 and 
studied Arts in Athens and Munich, 
Germany. He liked painting 
family moments and 
innocent children. In his paintings
we can see
“Music in Art”     “Family in Art”   

“ Every day life in Art”   

• This is his famous painting “Children’s concert”. It’s in the National Gallery in 
Athens. It won  the first prize in Paris in 1900.

• It’s not a real concert. It’s a family with a lot of children. They are poor but 
happy. They are playing music to make their little sister happy. 

• It’s spring. It’s sunny and warm. The window is open and the flowers smell nice. 
The house is poor but clean and bright. We can see plants, a lamp, a wooden 
table and chairs. There are beautiful colours. 

• Listen! Music and laughing! The children are playing the drum, the trumpet, 
the harmonica  and the… watering can. 


